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Motivation
Firm level data from official statistics in Germany are an important basis for empirical investigations of firm behaviour and performance. As a rule, participation in the surveys is mandated, and the survey is either a census or it covers a representative sample of the respective population of firms.
The research potential of the data is enhanced by combining data from different cross sections to build panel data that allow to investigate firm behaviour over time and to control for time-invariant unobserved firm characteristics (see Wagner (2000) and Konold (2007) for manufacturing firms, Vogel (2009) for services firms, and Vogel and Dittrich (2008) for firms from nearly all sectors). The information content can be enhanced further by merging data from different regular surveys (see Malchin and Voshage (2009) ) and by combining these panel data with firm-level information from special-purpose surveys performed by the statistical offices or from commercial data bases (see Wagner (2010) ).
As of today, these rich firm-level panel data, however, lack information on various characteristics of firms that are relevant for the empirical analysis of a large number of topics. A case in point is the capital stock employed in a firm. 1 Information on this important input is missing from the firm-level data sets based on surveys from official statistics, and the same holds for other firmlevel data sets like the establishment panel of the Institute for Employment Research of the Federal Employment Agency (described in Kölling (2000) and Fischer et al. (2009) ) and the Hannover Firm
Panel (see Gerlach, Hübler and Meyer (2003) ).
Capital stock data are needed, among others, to compute profit rates, to construct indices of total factor productivity, or to control for differences in the use of capital between firms in empirical investigations of firm performance. If direct information on the capital stock employed in a firm is missing investigators often construct a proxy variable for it based on information on investment that is available in many data sets, including those from official statistics in Germany. Here, either a proportionality assumption is applied (and investment is taken as proportional to the unknown capital stock) or information about investment in the past is used to estimate the capital stock today by adding up past investments and assuming a depreciation rate (the so-called perpetual inventory approach). 1 Another important characteristic of a firm for which no information is available in the data sets is the quality and the strategy of the management; see Bloom and Van Reenen (2010) for evidence on the importance for firm performance.
2 An example for the use of capital stock estimates based on the perpetual inventory method applied to investment data from official statistics in Germany is Bernard and Wagner (1997 
Estimation approach and results
The basic idea for the approximation of capital stock values at the firm level applied in this paper is to combine information at the level of the economy as a whole, at the level of the two-digit industry, and at the firm level. In step 1 the information on the composition of each industry's capital stock into buildings and equipments 4 and data on the average economic lives of buildings and equipments [ Table 1 near here]
In step 2 the value for the average economic life of the capital stock in industry i in year t is multiplied by the amount of depreciation that is reported by the enterprise j for year t to compute an estimated value of the capital stock employed in enterprise j in year t. 6 Information on the amount of depreciation is taken from the cost structure survey in German enterprises in manufacturing industries that is performed regularly by official statistics (see Fritsch et al. 2004) . Note that this survey is not a census of all enterprises in manufacturing industries. While all large enterprises with at least 500 employees are surveyed each year, for smaller enterprises a representative sample is surveyed and the sample is replaced after four years. Enterprise level data from the cost structure survey are confidential but can be accessed by researchers in the research data centres of the statistical offices (see Zühlke et al. (2004) 
for details).
This approach assumes that the industry average of duration of economic life of the capital stock is a valid approximation for each firm in an industry. Given that firms are heterogeneous and that the composition of the capital stock varies between firms this is a strong assumption indeed. At least, however, the estimated capital stock values using this assumption might be considered as a useful proxy variable that is more reliable than a proxy variable based on the highly volatile investment figures.
6 Stata code to perform these calculations is included in the appendix for convenience. replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 17.69 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 15 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.42 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 16 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 20.67 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 17 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 25.29 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 18 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 28.66 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 19 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 19.94 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 20 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 16.40 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 21 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.29 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 22 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.32 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 23 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.72 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 24 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.59 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 25 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 16.71 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 26 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.05 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 27 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 17.14 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 28 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 17.24 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 29 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 17.64 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 30 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.99 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 31 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 14.84 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 32 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 17.74 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 33 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 15.44 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 34 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 20.52 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 35 replace kapital_2000 = EF74_2000 * 20.93 if wz_2_steller_2000 == 36 replace kapital_2000 = . if kapital_2000 == 0 
